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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Lower than expected summer crop production will keep feed wheat and feed barley prices elevated and the feed
to milling/malting spreads pressured.

Dairy

A short-term rally in Oceania product likely to be offset by the approaching EU spring peak.

Beef

Dry conditions leading to increased cattle sales and falling prices.

Sheepmeat

Export markets continue to support strong prices.

Sugar

The global sugar price is to remain under pressure as heavy global supplies weigh on the market.

Cotton

Cotton futures to be supported but volatile through the first half of 2018.

Wool

Tight market conditions to help underpin the merino wool market in the near term.

Wine

Lower taxes may provide some support for consumption in the key US market in 2018, but pricing will also be
something to watch as the impact of global supply tightening continues to play out.

Horticulture

The Californian almond crop faces significant challenges this year.

Fertiliser

Global DAP is at a two-year high, although we expect that a falling cost of raw materials will ease prices into Q2

FX

With the gap between US and Australian central bank rates set to widen over the next 12 months, we continue
to expect that the Australian dollar will eventually soften further against the US dollar.

Oil

The Crude Oil Price falls 10%, following the plummeting stock market, but quickly resumes upward trend.

La Niña? What La Niña?
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) &
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) Outlook

An announcement of La Niña is usually met with the anticipation of wet conditions,
especially on the east coast. However, the weakness of this La Niña has
disappointed most farmers, through a lack of rainfall over recent months, especially
through Victoria, Western NSW, and western & central QLD. For parts of central
QLD, the wet season has bought below-average rainfall, with some areas
even in decile 1. The opposite can be said for pastoralists in WA’s north, with
successive cyclones bringing very heavy rainfall – some coastal stations were
battered with greater than 400mm, which also bought some reports of damage to
infrastructure.
Although it is still very early in the 2018/19 winter cropping season, farmers are
looking for subsoil moisture and early estimates of when the season may break.
Isolated storms have bought some early rains both in parts of the west and east.
The Bureau of Meteorology expects La Niña to continue to break down, with
neutral conditions reached by autumn. Typically, when La Niña is in decline, this
brings dry conditions to central and eastern Australia.
The Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is expected to remain neutral this year.

What to watch
•

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2018

The three-month outlook is looking very dry for key South Australian
cropping regions, with areas rated as having a less than 30 percent chance
of reaching median rainfall for March – May by the Bureau of meteorology.
The outlook is looking slightly better for most of NSW and VIC, while the WA
wheatbelt is looking at a 50 percent chance of median rainfall.

Below Average Rainfall to Start 2018
Relative Root Zone Soil moisture, Year to Feb 27

Three Month Outlook, March to May 2018
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Dryness in the Americas rallies wheat
CBOT wheat rallied another 1% during February, after 6% in January, to be up 6% YOY. Extreme
dryness in the US wheat belt, especially in Kansas where only 12% of the winter wheat crop is
reported to be in good or better condition, has been the leading driver. Dry conditions are also
downgrading global corn prospects, especially in Argentina, which is feeding into uplift across grain
markets more broadly. Meanwhile, heightened winter risk in western European countries this past week
has supported Matif wheat values. Northern hemisphere weather could shift markets considerably
over the coming weeks.
A 3% appreciation of the RUB/USD, and port interruptions have lifted Russian export values to near
three-year highs at USD 205, but still setting the international milling wheat price floor. 19m tonnes of
incoming Russian wheat stocks support ongoing Russian price setting during 2018 and into 2019.
Rabobank’s 12-month CBOT wheat outlook continues to be on the bullish side, with values of USc
470/bu for Q3 and Q4 this year, and the opportunity of some uplift to USc 480/bu on the way there
during Q2.
Local prices have continued to be supported by lower local supply and solid livestock feed demand.
Feed wheat and feed barley prices are up YTD in all port zones, and lower than expected summer crop
production will keep these prices elevated and the feed to milling/malting spreads pressured.
The late December lentil and chickpea 30% tariff was added to in early February with a further 10%, and
then another 20% at the start of March, on chickpeas. A well-supplied Indian market with low prices,
and upcoming elections support desi chickpea prices staying in the low 500 AUD/tonne range over
the coming 9 to 12 months. Lentils and field peas can expect similar ongoing pressure over the
year. Canola prices have come off their Australia summer lows and followed Canadian prices higher, to
be between 4% to 7% higher, but still below the 12-month average.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to Watch
•

Rainfall - low season opening soil moisture levels across eastern Australia may limit canola
hectares that are typically planted in the earlier months of the cropping window.

•

Additional tariff announcements – the 60% Indian chickpea tariff makes imports unviable,
but if that doesn’t stem the flow, we can expect further increases to the chickpea tariff, plus
there is still room to move on the Indian wheat, field pea, and lentil tariffs.

Global and Local Progress in Cereal Prices
Australian Wheat Futures and CBOT
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Dry Bites Production in Some
Regions
Australian milk production continues to recover across the southern states. January milk
production was up 3.9%, bringing season-to-date production to 6.0 billion litres, or 3.1% higher versus
corresponding period. Production gains are healthy across Gippsland, Northern Victoria, and
Tasmania; but Western Victoria has been hit by dry conditions over summer. Hot and dry
conditions are also impacting milk flows in the Northern states across the East Coast.
The drop in milk supply in New Zealand over summer has supported global prices of Oceaniaorigin product in the short-term. However, whole milk powder (WMP) has been the best-performing
commodity through this period, which is less influential in Australia’s product mix. Milk flows in
Europe are healthy ahead of the approaching peak production, which is likely to put pressure
back on global markets.
Not surprisingly, cheese vats in Australia have been busy so far this season. Latest production data
highlights that cheese production was up 8% season-to-date as at the end of December (to 180,000
tonnes or 1.4 billion litres liquid milk equivalent). Milk continues to flow into whole milk powder with
production up 33% season-to-date which equates to volumes of 48,000 tonnes (or 390 million
litres liquid milk equivalent).

What to watch

Dairy

•

More corporate activity ahead. The competition watchdog has raised concerns about the
possible erosion of competition for milk supply in south-west Australia, meaning a possible new
owner for the flagship Koroit plant.

•

Fonterra embraces the A2 concept. This is a big shift for the New Zealand (and Australian)
supply chains which will take place over many years to come. Milk pools in both countries will
be able to reposition into fast-growing and higher returning markets.

Dry in New Zealand Driving a Short-Term Rally
Production growth key exporting regions
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Dry Drives Cattle Slaughter
Dry summer conditions have taken the wind out of the restocking demand sails, causing prices to
fall for the first two months of 2018. The EYCI has fallen 10% since the beginning of December
2017, and sits at AUD 5.21/kg cwt in late February. With average or lower than average rainfall
forecast for the next three months, producers are expected to remain less active in the market
and, as a result, prices are not expected to rise.
National cattle slaughter in 2017 was down 2% on 2016. The December slaughter was down 3%
on December 2016, although Queensland cattle slaughter increased 10%. Drier conditions since
summer are expected to result in higher slaughter numbers in January and February. Cattle
volumes through three of the largest saleyards in Queensland show that for the first nine weeks of
2018, yearling steer sale numbers are up 30% and cows are up 10% on 2016. Steer and cow
numbers have dropped in recent weeks and the combination of some rain and falling prices
may prevent a large liquidation of cattle.
Beef exports for 2017 were 3% higher than 2016, at 1.01 million tonnes swt. 2018 has started
strongly with exports for January up 20% on 2017 with strong volumes to Japan (up 16%), the US
(up 10%), and China (up 50%).
Cattle on feed numbers fell 5% to 973,000 head in the December quarter, reflecting some better
seasonal conditions. However, at this number it is still up 4% on the December quarter in 2016 and
is the fifth-highest number on record.

What to watch

Beef

•

Cow slaughter – Higher numbers of cows slaughtered in Queensland in the first two months of
the year suggesting some culling of herds. While it is not believed that cattle numbers have had
a chance to rebuild after consecutive dry seasons, there are reports that some abattoirs now
have considerable wait times for kill space. Together, these factors will see cow prices drop.

Dry Conditions in Qld are Increasing Sale
Numbers and Depressing Prices
Medium cow sale numbers up 10%*
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Strong Prices Continue
Lamb prices have remained strong into the start of the new year. While the ESTLI has eased from
the 661c/kg end of year price to be 619c/kg on 22 February, it remains above the 600c/kg mark –
a price that used to be the peak of the season. All categories of sheep have fallen slightly but are
now in line with where prices were in 2017. Last year, most prices remained steady or increased
from these levels towards the middle of the year. There is no reason to suggest prices will not
follow the same trend this year.
Lamb slaughter for 2017 was down 2% at 22.4 million and mutton slaughter was up 8% at 7.5
million. Figures for December showed mutton slaughter up 18% and lamb slaughter down 15%,
reflecting drier conditions pushing producers to offload sheep and hold lambs longer to finish
them.
Lamb exports for 2017 were up 4% at 251,000 tonnes swt and mutton exports were up 11% at
147,000 tonnes swt. January export numbers reflected the lower lamb production and higher
mutton production with lamb exports declining 8% YOY and mutton exports increasing 17%.
While increased mutton production supported higher exports, the strength in global markets and
demand for sheepmeat also supported this growth. There was strong growth in key markets with
China increasing mutton imports 73% and the US increasing mutton imports by 34%.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

The fire at the Thomas Foods International abattoir in Murray Bridge removed a large
amount of killing capacity from the industry. Initial numbers quantify the impact with a 32%
fall in SA lamb slaughter and a 59% fall in mutton slaughter for January YOY. In volume
terms, initial numbers show that there were 142,000 less sheep (lamb and mutton)
slaughtered in SA in January compared to 2017. Offsetting this to a certain degree, sheep
slaughter in NSW and Vic increased by 91,000 in the same period.

Lamb Prices Remain Strong
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator

South Australia lamb and sheep slaughter down 38%
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Supplies Weighing on Prices
The confidence in the 2017/18 surplus has been growing, and with it the pressure on the ICE#11
which has traded in the USc13/lb range throughout February. As the industry met in Dubai, the
discussion was not only centered on the heavy fundamental situation this season, but looking
toward 2018/19 and the prospect of a second consecutive surplus.
As Brazil kicks off their 2018 campaign, one of the key influencing factors in the volume of sugar
that will be coming into the market through the next couple of seasons will be the sugar/ethanol
mix in the Centre-South. Early indications are that this will be a strong swing in the 2018 season,
reflecting the improved ethanol prices, now more closely aligned to global gas prices and the
weaker sugar price that has lifted ethanol above parity.
This is a potential positive factor for the market as less sugar coming out of Brazil will help to
minimise the excess supplies in the market in coming seasons. Rabobank’s ICE#11 forecast is for
these subdued prices to continue in the first half of 2018 with some marginal improvement
toward USc 15/lb in Q3 and Q4.
The final crush data for 2017 has been collated and Australia crushed 33.2m tonnes during the
2017 campaign. The reduced cane tonnage combined with lower CCS levels impacted late in the
season will see sugar production down to approximately 4.5 million tonnes raw value. Prospects
for the 2018 crush have been assisted by those rains late in 2017 as well as some good falls in
February.

What to watch

Sugar

•

There is much uncertainty in the market about the roll-out of the changes to the Thai
industry which have been passed through cabinet. How the export price will be set and the
attractiveness of sugar in the Thai region will be an important factor to watch in coming
months.

Sugar Market remains Under pressure
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Bumpy Road for Cotton Prices
The ICE#2 cotton price retraced much of its early 2018 gains through February before recovering in
late February to once again hit USc 80/lb. The substantial on call mill position continues to provide
a support for the market and will likely continue to do so until July. Physical prices retreated to around
AUD 530/bale, before the weaker Australian dollar and improved ICE#2 saw improvement back in the
AUD 550-AUD 570/bale range at the time of writing.
While Rabobank expects volatility to remain in the first half, our ICE#2 forecast sits at USc 78/lb
through the coming quarter.
Eyes remain fixed on US export shipments, which although they have picked up, will require an
increasingly challenged logistic feat to be overcome if the 14.5m bale forecast export figure is
realised.
The Australian harvest is beginning to get underway in earnest and expectations are rising for the
irrigated crop. Many regions, including the south have seen positive progress so far and should
achieve above-average yields. Conversely, while there has been some recent rain through some of
the Northern valleys, this may have come a little late for much of the dryland cotton which is likely to
be constrained by yield.
Australian exports to December have seen over 3.7m bales shipped as old crop shipments wind
down and the new marketing year for Australian cotton kicks off at the start of March. Another year of
diverse exports saw more than 35% of Australian shipments sent to Vietnam and Bangladesh.

What to watch

Cotton

•

Weather through the next month as harvest comes closer and the quality and quantity of the
Australian crop is realised.

•

US export pace remains critical to assess mill demand in China and South-East Asia, also to
indicate how tight the US balance sheet will likely end up in July.

A Volatile Month for Cotton Prices
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ICE#2 likely to remain supported, although volatile through the first half of 2018

Wool Defies Record Books… Again
Yet another record-breaking month for the Australian wool market with the Australian Eastern Market
Indicator in February pushed to a new high of AUD 1,820c/kg clean. While it was not all smooth sailing
with the market showing perhaps a little vulnerability, demand strength did return, the Australian dollar
weakened slightly against the USD and prices finished the month up on month ago levels.
One further record broken through the month was the 16.5m indicator pushing above AUD 3,000c/kg
clean for the first time ever. The premium for 17 over 21 micron has more than doubled since the
beginning of 2017. Upside for fine wool premiums would appear limited as wool test records indicate
supply of wool finer than 19.5micron has lifted and while mid micron categories are showing minor falls.
Overall supply season to date remains above 2016/17 levels with 3% more wool tested to date and 3.5%
more bales offered at auction. With the forecast for just a 1% lift in production through the season,
tight market conditions should continue at least through the first half of 2018.
Merino cardings ended their extraordinary rally that had seen gains of AUD 200c since November with a
correction during the last month, although, despite some large weekly losses, it should be noted the
indicator still sits in the 99th percentile and some 11% up YOY.
Crossbred wool continues to battle tougher market conditions, struggling to move in either direction
consistently. Additional Australian supply, combined with plentiful broad wool across in New Zealand
will likely keep a cap on significant price improvement for some time yet.

What to watch

Wool

•

The supply of wool coming into store. Both in terms of its volume and its profile. With much of
Australia recording a dry summer, what that impact will be on the supply of fine wool in
particular and subsequent flow-on effect for premiums will be important to watch.

EMI Climbing Even Higher in February
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While a little shaky in early February, the Australian Eastern Market Indicator recovered by the end of the month reaching a new
high of AUD 1,820c/kg clean.

Eyes on US Wine Consumption
In a world where wine consumption growth is a bit hard to come by, producers around the world
will be keeping a keen eye on the US market in 2018.
US wine consumption growth slowed to 1.3% in 2017, according to bw166. This growth rate is
well-below the average velocity of the market evident in the last decade, though there have been
other years in which growth was even slower.
Several sources suggest that consumption growth was generally better in the first half of the year,
though it was generally somewhat choppy month-to-month.
It may be somewhat early to call if this slowdown is permanent. Past years have seen
consumption growth slow, only to then bounce back again. It is important also to note that 2H
2017 saw some one-off interruptions to trade (including hurricanes in Texas and Florida).
Consumption in 2018 will also be somewhat dependent on how affluent consumers’ tax returns
are affected by the new Trump tax regime. Assuming that consumers fared better on their tax
returns this year, this may provide some impetus to improved wine consumption.
Lower taxes may provide some support for US wine consumption in 2018, but pricing will also be
something to watch as the impact of global supply tightening continues to play out.

What to watch

Wine

•

Australian exports to the US market. Exporters will be hoping that domestic US consumption
holds up, and that the small contraction in the 2017 US crush will provide further support for
additional product shipments from Australia n 2018.

Californian Almond Sales Reach
Record Level
The Californian almond industry continues to post new records for monthly shipments: on both
domestic and export fronts. Domestic shipments were up 17%, 8%, and 5% YOY in November,
December, and January, respectively. Export volumes were up 24%, 42%, and 23% YOY, respectively,
for the same periods.
The strong sales velocity reflects, in part, the comfortable level for buyers of recent almond prices in
domestic and international markets.
A strong sales environment has enabled the industry to make good inroads into selling available
supply. 47% of the record 2017 crop (and the 2017/18 marketing year carry-in) is estimated to have
been sold – ahead of where the industry was at this point in previous years.
The Californian almond crop faces significant challenges this year. Weather was unseasonably warm
in late January/early February, which resulted in an early bloom. Freezing temperatures then followed,
and crop losses in some areas will be significant. Surface water availability could also pose a challenge
this year, given the lack of snowpack and ongoing repairs to one of California’s most important dams.
In Australia, the local harvest has begun in all states, with the weather generally favourable so far. In
late February, Select Harvests reported that yield and quality so far appeared to be good, with insect
damage also minimal. Management estimates that the current Australian crop will come in at
around 15,000m tonnes (up from 14,000m tonnes the prior year).

What to watch

Horticulture



Frost damage to the Californian crop. Crop losses from recent frost in California are likely to prove
significant. Early reports suggest as much as 10-30% crop losses depending on specific area of
California. Californian prices are reported to have jumped 30 cents in the week to 2 March.

US Almond Sales Continue to Expand
Cumulative US Almond Shipments through January 2018
(thousand of in-shell meat lb equivalent tonnes)
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DAP Expected to Fall From Two-Year
High
Global Phosphate and Urea prices are making somewhat of a short-term recovery so far in 2018,
with DAP FOB US Gulf closing February at AUD 527/tonne, its highest point in two years. Urea
prices have also been on an upward trend so far in 2018, however the rise is less pronounced following
the price shocks in H2 2017.
Global phosphate prices have been supported by a number of factors, most distinctly, the higher
costs of raw materials including Sulphur, Ammonia and Phosacid. During Q2, Sulphur and
Ammonia are both forecast to fall, and new planned supply is expected from Saudi Arabia and Morocco.
These forces will act to bring prices back to more accurately reflect the demand and supply
fundamentals, which still point to an oversupplied market and a continuing low price environment.
A hiccup in US Urea supply has acted to support prices, with three of the major plants having to
delay new production due to major issues. As a result, US import demand has risen significantly,
bringing some upward price pressure on markets outside of the US. Future prospects hinge on when US
domestic production returns to normal, which is now expected beyond Q1. Chinese imports are
expected not be a factor in H1 2018, although the return of Indian demand to the market could act to
increase prices. Although some short-term volatility in demand and supply will influence prices,
market commentators expect prices to trend downwards into H2 2018.
For Australian producers, rising freight rates are disadvantageous to local prices. Australia typically
imports about 90 percent of Urea and a high proportion of raw materials for phosphate production.
Upward pressure on freight markets is being applied by a rising crude oil price and falling amount of
new shipping capacity coming online.

What to watch

Fertiliser

•

The rate at which farmers apply urea relative to output continues to increase. From 2016 to
2017, urea consumption only fell 2 percent despite the total crop falling 37 per cent year-onyear. Driving this extra consumption is a greater price premium for high-protein wheat. Should
a strong protein spread be maintained for 2018/19, and a high production year ensues,
demand of nitrogen may outstrip available supply.

Short-Term Factors Driving Urea Volatility
AUD-adjusted global prices
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AUD Softens as US Goes Hawkish
The Australian dollar lost 3 cents against the US dollar in February, essentially reversing the rally
seen in January. The currency was worth USc 77.6 on the first day of March.
Much of the change was driven by the hawkish tone of the first statement by the new Governor of
the US Federal Reserve. Mr Powell noted that his “personal outlook for the economy has strengthened
since December’” with data that “will in my case add some confidence to my view that inflation is
moving up to target”. Among the reasons he gave for his optimism were the continuing strength in
the labour market, a fiscal impulse and the global economic expansion. The futures market responded
to these comments by increasing the implied odds of an increase in rate hikes in all quarters of 2018.
Rabobank anticipates a 25bps hike in US Fed funds in the next three months, followed by another
within 12 months.
Meanwhile in Australia, the prospects for monetary policy tightening are far weaker. The RBA’s
February minutes underlined the new stance that is has towards inflation. Inflation is expected to “only
gradually” accelerate, and wage pressures to increase. This, in part, appears to incorporate a
recognition that strong retail competition has arrived in Australia; and just in time, perhaps, given
private debt levels remain elevated and household balance sheets still warrant careful monitoring.
With the gap between US and Australian central bank rates set to widen over the next 12 months, we
continue to expect that the AUD will eventually soften further against the US dollar. After trading
around current levels over the next six months, we expect the Australian dollar to fall to USc 75 by
March 2019.

What to watch

FX

•

Rising trade tensions between the US and China. In late February, the US imposed further
duties on imported aluminium. The new sanctions were announced just as China sent an envoy
to the US to discuss the trade relationship between the two countries. An escalation of tensions
would cause volatility in financial and currency markets in coming months.

Australian Dollar Reverses January Gains
Australian/US dollar Cross Rate
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Oil Falls on a Slippery Slope
The Brent Crude price appreciated significantly in H2 2017, breaking USc 70/bbl in mid/late
January 2018, for the first time since the collapse in prices in 2014. Driving the rise is continued
tightening of supply, and the likelihood of increasing global growth increasing oil demand. The issue of
tightening supply remains at the centre of attention for industry commentators and remains a key factor
for the oil price outlook. Compliance by OPEC/non-OPEC countries has so far been strong, however the
temptation for non compliance is rising given the strength of prices relative to the last 12 months.
Oil markets were spooked during early February following the Dow Jones falling over 1000pts
on 5 February. What followed was a 10 percent fall in the oil price, before stabilising to finish the
month sitting at USD 66.56/bbl.
In line with a rising crude oil price, the Average Diesel Terminal Gate Price in Sydney rose from AUc 106/l
in July 2017, peaking at AUc 126/l in January 2018. Prices finished at AUc 123.8/l at the end of February.
Freight rates have been trending upwards since February 2016, when rates were at their lowest ever
recorded. This upward trend was halted in December, however this is considered seasonal.
Traditionally, rates are much lower between January and Chinese new year, as imports to China of coal
and iron ore are slower. Moving into Q2, the upward trend in rates is expected to continue, driven by
movements of spring wheat in the northern hemisphere. In the medium term, increasing costs of
bunker fuel (closely related to crude oil price) and a tightening of the global freight balance, mainly
driven by a slowing of new shipping capacity will contribute to increasing rates.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

Rising freight rates are considered beneficial for some Australian exporters, as it increases the
competitive advantage in nearby markets, relative to competitors facing greater freight
distances. For example, in the case of wheat exports to South-East Asia, rising freight rates will
increase Australian competitiveness against North American sourced wheat.

Freight Rates to Continue Upward
Brent Crude Oil & Average Sydney Diesel
February 2017 to February 2018

Baltic Dry Index,
February 2016 to February 2018
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 28/1/2018
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AUc/kg lwt
NZc/kg cwt
NZc/kg cwt

▼
▼
▲
▼

526
281
540
510

540
287
525
520

620
334
535
500

AUc/kg cwt
NZc/kg cwt
NZc/kg cwt

▼
▲
▲

619
695
685

633
690
675

641
540
520

NZc/kg cwt
NZc/kg cwt

▲
▲

1,030
1,080

1,015
1,070

800
815

USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB

▲
▼
▲
▲

5,300
1,690
3,225
3,825

4,775
1,813
2,975
3,438

4,500
2,475
3,275
3,875

Grains & oilseeds
CBOT wheat
CBOT soybeans
CBOT corn
Australian ASX EC Wheat
Australian Canola

535

Beef markets
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator
Feeder Steer
North Island Bull 300kg
South Island Bull 300kg
Sheepmeat markets
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator
North Island Lamb 17.5kg YX
South Island Lamb 17.5kg YX
Venison markets
North Island Stag
South Island Stag
Dairy Markets
Butter
Skim Milk Powder
Whole Milk Powder
Cheddar

Agri Price Dashboard
As of 28/1/2018

Unit

MOM

Current

Last month

Last year

Cotton markets
Cotlook A Index
ICE No.2 NY Futures (nearby contract)
Sugar markets

USc/lb
USc/lb

▲
▲

91
81.0

88
77.3

85
75.0

ICE Sugar No.11
ICE Sugar No.11 (AUD)

USc/lb
AUD/tonne

▲
▲

13.66
384

13.23
362

19.09
548

AUc/kg
NZc/kg

▲
▲

1,820
300

1,734
286

1,449
363

USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB

▲
▲

265
410

250
395

270
370

1000=1985
USD/bbl

▲
▼

1,191
67

1,152
69

878
56

vs. USD
vs. USD
%
%

▼
▼
•
•

0.785
0.728
1.50
1.75

0.806
0.737
1.50
1.75

0.767
0.720
1.50
1.75

Wool markets
Australian Eastern Market Indicator
NZ Coarse Crossbred Indicator
Fertiliser
Urea
DAP
Other
Baltic Dry Index
Brent Crude Oil
Economics/currency
AUD
NZD
RBA Official Cash Rate
NZRB Official Cash Rate
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